Ford taurus heater problems

One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the Ford Taurus is when it has no
heat coming from the heater. Not having a functioning heater makes driving much less
comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At the simplest level, there are two main
reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it has something
to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or the heater core itself. At the simplest level
possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant from the engine into a tiny radiator called the
heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows air across the it and the newly heated air
blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater has stopped working in your Taurus, this
process has failed in one way or another. There is almost never a situation where you would
need to take the radiator cap off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception to that would be
when you would have reason to believe that the hose going from the reservoir to the radiator is
clogged. While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause
your Taurus to not be able to create enough heat. You can verify this by checking the coolant
level by taking a peek at the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be connected to the
radiator by a tube coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only
have full hot. It does this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is getting hot, and by
keeping coolant from entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a thermostat goes
bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the engine. If your
Taurus has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the spot it is normally
in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are known to clog and
fail. Without the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad heater core can also
leak, so watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the heater core. They both
should feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the hoses is hot, and the other
one is cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is clogged. If the neither hose
has any heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at
your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat
coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Try taking the vehicle
out of gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt going to the water pump
going bad can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info above about how and why a
heater would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel
free to leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having enough coolant may make your
engine run hotter, it can also cause your Taurus to not be able to create enough heat. Heater
Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you look at your temperature gauge, and
the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may
be having issues with the water pump. I do not have any heat in my Ford Taurus. I have
replaced the thermostat, but that did not work. I do not have any noise in the switching of air to
heat when i turn the knob. Answer:It sounds like you may have a bad blend door motor. This
blend door motor is a electric motor located behind the radio, in the dash, that controls the
temperature of the hot and cold air flow. They are known to go bad and get stuck in one position
or the other- so no sound when switching. If you have no heat, open the hood and check both
heater hoses going into the fire wall to the heater core are HOT. If they are then you know hot
water is getting to the heater core and you should be able to get heat out the vents. The only
thing in your way is the blend door motor, or the door itself is stuck. If it is a broken door, this is
a much bigger job- as the heater case will need to be removed. Answer: There is most likely a
problem with the mode actuator or mode door inside the heater case under the dash. This
controls the direction of flow for the air to which ever position you choose, either the floor, vent,
or defrost position. When the air will not come out a selected mode, something is stopping the
mode door from moving. This would either be the actuator itself, which controls the door, or the
door itself which may be broken. There could also be something wrong with the control head, or
if the system is vacuum controlled, there can be a vacuum source issue. Definitely lots to
check, good luck! Post comments below or Search Us Here Leave your comments Post
comment as a guest Name Required :. Submit Comment. No comments yet. No heat so I just
had the coolant system flushed and heat was working fine within ten minutes the heat started to
fade and then went away completely. Do you. Check for both heater hoses to be hot, you may
have an air lock in system. This guide will show you how to fix it. Was this answer. How do I
remove a air lock Was this answer. Lookon places like thermostate housieng or pipes at top of
engine, get eth engine warme and here shold be screws that you can loosen to get rid of the air.
It could bea n actuator in theheater tha isn't opening that waswhy I asked if both hoses are hot if
they are then it's an actuator. In heater. They contorl direction and temp it could also be a
vacuum leak if yours system is vacuum check for ahose off going to firewall or under heater
control Was this answer. I got the air out thanks for the help and guide which showed me what
to do. You could have a problem with a failed thermostat. It may be stuck open and when air is

not being blown thorugh at higher speeds the coolant gets colder than it is supposed to.
Normally the thermostat would close when so much air is making the coolant drop below the
specified temperautre by shutting the flow of coolant down for a moment until it has warmed up
to operating temperature. This cycle keeps the engine coolant at the specified temperature
which would keep the heater hot. Try replacing the thermostat and see if that does the trick. The
thermostat has already been changed. The fluid level is fine. Check the heater core the being
plugged, take a garden hose to flush it out Was this answer. I recently had my radiator and
cooling system pressure tested for leaks since I seem to be using a lot of coolant. The
mechanic said it pressure tested fine and he detected no leaks. I noticed that after my commute
about 25 miles to work, when I return at the end of my shift, there is always a small amount of
coolant under the right side of the car where the bplastic reserve bottle is located. It was tested
two weeks ago and today I had to add coolant since I had no heat. After adding I noticed my
heat was back. Is it the bottle leaking? Could also be the cap not functioning and coolant is
boiling. Thank you Johnny for confirming my suspicions, I will get a new cap Was this answer.
How are things with the car? I recently purchased a Ford Taurus SE wagon. Does have a lot of
miles but seems to have been well maintained for the most part. However, I wasn't getting any
heat out of the heater. Had radiator flushed and thermostat replaced. Still no heat. Had heater
core flushed and now it's providing lukewarm heat but still not like what it should provide. Also,
my termperature gage on the instrument panel keeps going from normal back down to "C" cold
while I'm driving. Also, I've noticed that the air coming out of the heater is a little warmer while
I'm going down the road versus when I'm sitting still at a light. Let it set, filled up for a few hours
and try the flushing of the core again. IF it still doesn't respond well enough, replace the core. I
have to go out of town this weekend and won't have time to try and flush the heater core again.
Am I in any danger of harming the engine? And the temperature gage floating back and forth
from normal to "C" is associated with the heater core issue and not a more serious engine
issue? No harm will be done to the engine. As far as the gauge goes, it sounds normal. When
the fan kicks on the temp will drop until it is cooled enough. Your info has been very helpful and
comforting. Really appreciate it. Will definitely use this service again in the future! Heater
problem Ford Taurus miles only blows cool air- nothing is leaking - has water and anti-freeze
Was this answer. Very common problem on this is the heater core plugging up. Bring the car to
operating temp. With the blower off. At temp turn the blower on. Is it warm for a moment? Feel
the heater hoses. One hot and one cool? If true, remove the heater hoses at the firewall. Install a
1 ft length of heater hose to each nipple. On the heater core that is. Using a garden hose, gently
push water through alternating from on to the other. This in itself may restore the heat. I
suggest getting a can of flush however and filling the core up with it and topping with water. Let
it set for 3 hours and then again do the flushing described above. I have no heat in my car, I got
a radiator flush last month, I had the thermostat change twice in the last year and I was told that
if it was my heater core when I turned on my heat my windows would fog up and I would get a
smell in the car and neither are happing, then I was told it might be the door sticking but I don't
know where is the door under the dashboard. Can you please help. Please login or register to
post a reply. Related Heater Not Working Content. Heater Blowing Cold Air. Step by step guide
on how to fix your heater, this information pertains to most cars, trucks and SUV's. My Heater
Not Getting Hot? Do You Know Why? Checked The Heater Is Not Working? No Heater
Operation? My Heater Is Not Working? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! I have
had every problem many others have had with this car. The transmission torque converter went
out the ac went out the radiator was replaced and now the heat. It blows cold air had it in the
shop three times and three different things replaced. No luck yet. I would like to hear from
someone who had theirs fixed and it worked. Had the damper door thing replaced and two other
things but it is not even warm enough to feel the least bit comfortable. Actually it is rather cold. I
have spent over I am wondering why there is not a recall on these cars for their heaters. I know
several people with these cars ranging from model years. Does any one else have this issue and
if so what what was wrong and what was the cost? It's November!! I have a toddler, and now I
have to pay to get my heat
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er fixed so we don't freeze. Blows fine, only cold air no matter how long you run the car.
Guessing its the heater core. I get the car serviced regularly since I bought it used and have had
past problems with it, so doubt its the coolant. The heater blows cold air. There isn't a
difference between the air conditioner on or the heater on. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 4 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the

word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Remove it with a 8mm socket
wrench. Go to a juck yard to repace the part I got it for 9 bucks. Once you have the part relpace
it and your heater will be working just fine! It saved me over 1, dollars! It takes about 15 min to
fix. I hope this helped. Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

